Lumen Learning:
What We Do
Every student deserves to experience the joy—
and power—of learning.

ARE YOU A

We work to make this possible by replacing
expensive textbooks with low-cost digital
courseware designed to strengthen learning,
using open educational resources (OER).

REBEL WITH

What’s different about Lumen?

LIKE OURS?

We offer:

A CAUSE

We’ve grown up in the open education
community, finding ways to make it simple to use
OER content to strengthen teaching and learning.

• OER course materials for 50+ general
education subjects
• Interactive learning activities,
assessments, videos, and other content to
engage students in learning
• Content that gets better and better at
supporting learning through data-driven,
continuous improvement
• Seamless LMS integration for Canvas,
Blackboard, D2L Brightspace, and Moodle
• Awesome support to guide faculty through
a smooth transition to reliable, secure
courseware

Boost Affordability and
Student Success

Grounded in learning science as well as open
content, Lumen courseware simultaneously
reduces textbook costs and improves the
quality of learning. It shows in student
outcomes like quiz scores, course completion,
and passing rates.
Research: More students persist and pass
Waymaker courses
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*Throughput is the percentage of students enrolled on the first day of class
who successfully pass the course. See reverse for learning data detail.

Comrades in the Cause
Don’t take it from us. Listen to people
who’ve used Lumen courseware.

When students engage with the material, it
gives them a lot of feedback. It’s like having a
mentor right there with you. Metacognitively, it
does what we all hope our students would do.
Each page models the process of learning for
students, to help them become better learners as
they use the material.
KATHERINE CAMERON
Associate Professor of Psychology
Coppin State University

OHM is very intuitive and so easy for
students and faculty to use. And of
course, we love to save money for
our students.
ANN SCHNURBUSCH
Math Instructor
Southeast Missouri State University

My [student] success rates have
gone up approximately 13% since
switching from paid textbooks to
Lumen OER content for Introduction
to Statistics.
DAVID USINSKI
Associate Professor and
Department Chair of Mathematics
Erie Community College

Our arrangement with Lumen Learning is not a
traditional vendor-customer relationship.
Instead, it feels like we are both part of a fundamental
shift towards a future where faculty have greater control
over how course materials support student learning.
JASON PICKAVANCE
Director of Faculty Development & Educational Initiatives
Salt Lake Community College

Learning Data Detail: Analysis includes 3889
students at Cerritos College during spring,
summer and fall terms 2016. 1869 were in sections
taught with several different Waymaker courses,
and 2020 were in “control” sections of the same
courses using commercial publisher or OER
alternatives.

Learn More
Explore ready-to-adopt
Lumen courseware at
lumenlearning.com.

Improve OER. Improve learning.

Contact:
info@lumenlearning.com

